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Northland family planning sterling heights

In the early morning of Friday, August 27, 12 extreme anti-abortion fanatics in Sterling Heights, Michigan, formed an unrelenting blockade in front of the Northland Planned Parenthood Center - known for providing access to abortion, pregnancy tests, abortion treatment, and women's care, among other
reproductive health care services.  There are three Northland Planned Parenthood centers located throughout Michigan – all under siege from anti-choice extremists throughout the summer months. In most cases, demonstrators outside the clinics did not wear masks, ignored guidelines for physical
distance from the state, and approached patients at close range with scientifically inaccurate information about abortion procedures. They often exaggerate the level of risk involved in both medicines and surgical abortion, and claim that women who kill their children will then become suicide bombers. Their
religiously charged rhetoric attempts to resemble abortion as a moral error akin to murder. Recently, they've tried to solicit language from the Black Lives Matter movement, declaring black children the issue – while at the same time embracing racist ideologies and misogyny. They declare that abortion
harms women, and that pro-choice activists in black lives are responsible for the deaths of blacks, not police officers or white racists.  Extremists in Sterling Heights on the morning of the 27th set off from out of state - some from Mississippi. One group stood on the edge of the clinic's parking lot, while
another smaller group sat in front of the clinic doors, refusing to let any patients in.  The siege group has been outside various clinics in Michigan over the past two weeks, as part of the Michigan Holiness Revival Tour - a violent effort to threaten, degrade and torture reproductive health care clinic patients
under the guise of spirituality.  Of course, in the midst of a global epidemic and economic stagnation, these efforts are particularly harsh. Patients with immunodeficiency appear for appointments and may be at risk of exposure to COVID-19 from anti-choice fanatics. Those who have limited leave of absence
from work may risk being hired if they arrive at the clinic and realize that they cannot enter and must reschedule the work, because it may not be possible for them to take more time. For those with mental health or other concerns, having to face harassment to get health care may cause a big shock, or it
may mean that reproductive health care is totally inaccessible.  I've just come out of prison praising Jesus and probably more joining to end the slaughter of innocent children :)Paul G Carrie Cal Zastrow Justin Phillips Uma Eva Heather Idoni Andrew Bellinger Renee Davis on Thursday, August 27, 2020
extremists Joel Carey and Chet Gallagher On Facebook live throughout the siege. From this footage, the viewer can see Eva Zastro and Caroline Davis harassing patients sitting in their cars outside the clinic that arrives at their appointments. While the hard-line white men involved were illegally trying to
deal with patients without masks, they were still sitting on the floor with their backs leaning on the clinic doors. One of the patients bravely approached the siege before the police arrived and tried to make sense with them: I'm here for birth control. The men told her: This place kills children; we don't let
anyone in there, there are other places you can go here, don't kill the children, and Jesus can save you.  Here at Ms., our team continues to report during this global health crisis -- doing everything we can to keep you up-to-date on some of the issues that have not been adequately reported from this
pandemic. We ask you to consider supporting our work to provide objective and unique reports - we cannot do this without you. Support our independent reports and tell the truth for less than $5 a month. Those involved in a direct violation of the entrances to the Free Access Clinic (F.A.C.E.) law prohibiting
the use of force or threats of force or physical obstruction to prevent a person from providing or receiving reproductive health services. While anti-abortion protests have not abandoned this since the 2011 Coved-19 pandemic, this particular violation of the rights of clinic patients stands out because of the
huge number of people involved - and the way the local police have handled the situation.  Police arrived at the scene – but instead of working to protect clinic patients from unlawful harassment, police allowed anti-choice protesters to continue sitting in front of the clinic doors. The officers involved in the
siege initiated a philosophical debate on government systems and religion, and at some points sided with the blockade.  Even live Facebook recordings include a 23-year veteran police officer who publicly sympathizes with the siege – advising them to consult with him before their next protest so he can
help them avoid arrest. Finally, after speaking to anti-choice extremists and allowing them to continue their siege for an additional hour, the police arrested 10 involved in the siege, which included: Caroline Davis, Chet Gallagher, Joel Carey, Paul J. Carey, Heather Edoni, Eva Edoni, Eva Zastro, Justin
Phillips, Teresa Ognbao and Cal Zastro. Despite violating the Federal Prison Administration Act, those arrested were charged with trespassing and released from prison within hours.  the coronavirus pandemic and the response of federal, state and local authorities is fast-moving. During this time, Mrs. Is
keeping In aspects of the crisis — particularly as it affects women and their families — it is often not reported by the mainstream media. If you find this article useful, please consider supporting our independent reports and telling the truth for less than $5 a month. Opens in a new window that opens an
external site that opens an external site in a new window do you want to delete this item? CCPABirth control information and services, abortion services, and clinics please contact business for hours/services updated due to COVID-19 Consulting. Is that your business? Customize this page. Claim this
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